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New York Genome Center brings together 11
top medical research centers
$125 million effort to make NYC an international destination for study of genes
BY KATHLEEN LUCADAMO / NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 2011, 3:56 PM
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New York's premier medical research centers came together
Wednesday to launch a genome center, a $125 million effort
that will pool their data and resources to make breakthroughs
in the field.
The New York Genome Center, which will open in February, is
designed to make the city an international destination for
genomics or the study of genes.
The Rockefeller University, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center, Mount Sinai School of Medicine and New YorkPresbyterian Hospital are among the 11 institutions behind the
project.
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Rendering of New York Genome
Center.

Mount Sinai recently opened its own Institute for Genomics, giving the larger effort a kick start in
learning what triggers diseases and how to treat them.
The public-private venture has secured most of the funding for the plan and will feature state-ofthe art molecular scanning technology, according to organizers.
The founders hope to create thousands of jobs by tapping into the lucrative biomedical industry.
"The New York Genome Center will make it possible to share extraordinarily rich and diverse data
on an unprecedented scale, and allow us to support the world's premier research and medical
institutions, as well as their diagnostic and pharmaceutical partners," said Nancy J. Kelley who is
spearheading the project.

Turn down the heat
to burn more
calories: study
Dutch researchers found
that the body uses more
energy when exposed to
the “mild cold”
(temperatures around 6466 degrees), which means you burn more calories.

Enjoying life helps
slow decline in old
age: study

Leading an independent
life well into old age and
keeping chronic diseases
at bay could be as simple
as adopting a positive,
sprightly attitude and enjoying the smaller things in life.

Sisters receive lung
transplants from
same donor

They quibble, joke and
share knowing looks,
finishing each other's
thoughts and making snide
comments — like many
sisters. But a recent heated argument was unlike any
Cuomo rips Obama,
other they've had, and it ended in a most surprising
HHS for ailing
way.

Brooklyn hospitals
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The Obama administration
has signed the death
certificates of three
struggling Brooklyn
hospitals and jeopardized
the success of Obamacare in New York, Gov. Cuomo
Sunlight
may help
charged Tuesday.

reduce high blood
pressure: study
Lung Disease (COPD)
What is COPD?
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Multiple Sclerosis
What is Multiple Sclerosis ?

Bipolar Disorder
Learn about the "highs and lows" of
Bipolar Disorder.

Sunlight may help to
reduce high blood
pressure, a danger factor
for heart attacks and stroke,
a study published in a
specialist journal said on Monday.

Compounds found in
berries, wine could
help prevent
diabetes: study

A new study lends strength
to the idea that eating
certain inflammationfighting foods could help
prevent type 2 diabetes.

Military creates gum

ADHD in Adults
Adult ADHD: Signs & Treatment

Bipolar Disorder
Learn about the "highs and lows" of
Bipolar Disorder.

Asthma
How to prevent and treat an asthma
attack.
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Military creates gum
to fight Army’s
plaque problem
The U.S. military is
developing a new way to
fight a national enemy. A
team at the U.S. Army
Institute of Surgical
Research in San Antonio, Texas, is working on a
College friends
chewing gum that kills cavity-causing bacteria.

discover they are
actually sisters

College friends who looked
remarkably alike were
stunned to discover they
were actually sisters who
shared the same spermdonor father. Mikayla Stern-Ellis and Emily Nappi first
A fitness routine,
met last fall after starting their studies at Tulane
Marine Corps style
University in New Orleans.
The few. The proud. The
lean!

Queens youth’s
miracle leads to
autism farm’s
expansion
Billy Nacmias was once
beaten by a teacher at his
Queens high school,
sending the autistic thenteen into steep decline. Center for Discovery in the
Blood type diet is
Catskills, the young man dropped weight as well as his
total bunk: study
bottled rage, and now acts like a leader for other
A
team of
Canadian
autistic
children
at the nature-based program — and
researchers
has prompted
quashed the creation of the Center’s
his success has
the
theory
behind
a popular
new adult program.
diet that prescribes eating
foods according to your
blood type.
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Kraft recalls 1.77
million pounds of
Velveeta products
About 1.77 million pounds
of Kraft Velveeta Cheesy
Skillets are being recalled
from stores because they
are not properly labelled to
disclose an allergen, the U.S. Food and Drug
Teen recovers from
Administration announced Sunday.

coma thanks to fish
oil

With their teenage son in a
coma, a California family
was willing to try anything
to bring him back. And with
a new type of treatment,
their son has made a miraculous recovery — thanks to
Daily Checkup:
fish oil.

Glaucoma often goes
unnoticed

“Glaucoma is a chronic
disease that causes
damage to the optic nerve
that connects the back part
of the eye to the brain,”
says Mount Sinai’s Dr. Janet Serle. “If inadequately
Washinton man cured
treated, glaucoma can lead to blindness, which is why
of colorblindness
it’s so important to see an eye doctor regularly and get
70-year-old
Richard
Riggs
diagnosed quickly
if glaucoma
does develop.”
of Yakima, Wash., told the
Daily News Saturday he
had only seen a limited
amount of color his entire
life until about two weeks
ago, when he fell and the right side of his face hit the
Stomach bug sweeps
floor.

through Royal
Caribbean cruise ship
A dream vacation turned
into a nightmare after 66
guests caught a stomach
bug on board the Majesty
of the Seas.

The Guide to Good
Health

Stay happy and healthy! Learn more about
common issues, diagnoses, and treatments
with our health directory.
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